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TOKENOMICS

 Community Reward offering and intial Coin offring (ICO) Liquidity Pool

Staking Reward influencers and Marketing

Community and Partnership Management and Development Team

Total Token Supply
10,00,000 Laxicon token (LXC) - 1 million

Token Distribution



Total Coin Supply 10,00,000 Laxicon token (LXC) - 1 million Token Distribution

Community Reward offering 
and initial Coin offering (ICO)

Liquidity Pool Staking Reward

Token, will be allocated The Community 
Reward and ICO will be the primary method 
for distributing tokens to the public. 40% of 
the total supply. which is 400K
or the ICO.

Allocate 20%of the total supply which is 1 million 

tokens, to establish a liquidity poolon decentralized

exchange(DEXs) Liquidityis essential for traders on

the decentralizedexchange allocated fortheICO.

Reserve 15% ofthe total supply ,which

is1milliontokens, forstaking reward. User who
stake LXC tokens will receivereward, 

encouraging participation andnetwork security
.
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Reserve 10% of the total supply,which is 1million 

tokens, for influencersandmarketing efforts.

This allocation will be used toincentivize

the project.

Allocate 10% of the total supply whichis 

100K tokens, for community incentives

andstrategic partnership. This allocation

will foster engagement andcollaboration

within the LXC community

Reserve 5%ofthe total supply, whichis

1million tokens, formanagement and

developmentteam. This allocation will be

used to incentivize the project. 



Token Utility - Future
LXC token will be used within a future

decentralized or centralized exchange

Access to premium features and services 

Transact with easy technology

Keep currency in a safe wallet

Currency with better growth in future



Vesting and Lock-Up
Team and Advisors tokens will have a 4- year period with a 1- year cliff.
Implement vesting schedules for team members and advisors to ensure they 
remain committed to the project for an extended period.

Incentives for Adoption

Provide bonuses or discounts for early adopters of the token to encourage initial 
usage and adoption.
collaborate with influencers and strategic partners for marketing and adoption.

Charitable Initiatives

Allocate a portion of tokens to charitable causes or projects that align with the 
mission of your blockchain project.

GovernanceAllow token holders to participate in governance by voting with their tokens on 
protocol changes or other decisions.

Security MeasuresConduct regular security audits and bug bounties to ensure the safety of the 
ecosystem. 

Legal and Regulatory Compliance 

Legal Ensure compliance with relevant laws and regulation, especially regarding 
allocating tokens to influencers and partnership.


